Abstract. Mirković-Vilonen (MV) polytopes have proven to be a useful tool in understanding and unifying many constructions of crystals for finite-type Kac-Moody algebras. These polytopes arise naturally in many places, including the affine Grassmannian, pre-projective algebras, PBW bases, and KLR algebras. There has recently been progress in extending this theory to the affine Kac-Moody algebras. A definition of MV polytopes in symmetric affine cases has been proposed using pre-projective algebras. In the rank-2 affine cases, a combinatorial definition has also been proposed. Additionally, the theory of PBW bases has been extended to affine cases, and, at least in rank-2, we show that this can also be used to define MV polytopes. The main result of this paper is that these three notions of MV polytope all agree in the relevant rank-2 cases. Our main tool is a new characterization of rank-2 affine MV polytopes.
Introduction
Let g be a symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra. To each irreducible lowest weight representation V (−λ) Kashiwara associates a "crystal" B(−λ), which is a combinatorial object that records leading order behavior of the representation. The crystals B(−λ) form a directed system whose limit B(−∞) can be thought of as the crystal for U + (g). The foundations of this theory makes heavy use of the quantized universal enveloping algebra associated with g, but the resulting crystals can often be realized in other ways.
When g is of finite type, one interesting realization of B(−∞) is via the theory of MV (Mirković-Vilonen) polytopes. The MV polytope MV b associated to an element b ∈ B(−∞) arises in (at least) four natural ways:
(i) The original construction as the moment map image of a certain MV cycle in the affine Grassmannian, due to Anderson [And] and studied by Kamnitzer [Kam1, Kam2] . (ii) As the convex hull of the dimension vectors of all subrepresentations of a certain preprojective algebra representation. This comes from work of BaumannKamnitzer [BK] on quiver varieties. (iii) As the convex hulls of the paths defined by the PBW monomials corresponding to b with respect to all reduced expressions for the longest word w 0 in the Weyl group. This is a rewording of results in [Kam1] , which in turn makes use of Lusztig's explicit calculations in [Lus4] .
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(iv) As the character-polytope of an irreducible representation of a Khovanov-LaudaRouquier algebra. This is done by the second author and Webster in [TW] , building on ideas of Kleshchev and Ram [KR] .
In addition, MV polytopes can be approached from a purely combinatorial point of view, using the following result from [Kam1] :
(v) The MV polytopes are exactly those convex polytopes all of whose edges are parallel to roots, and all of whose 2-faces satisfy a combinatorial condition called a "tropical Plücker relation."
The current paper is part of an effort to develop a version of this story in affine type. There is not yet a true affine analogue of (i), although see [BFG] for a definition of (open) MV cycles in untwisted affine types, and [Muth, NSS] for some related combinatorial results. The other constructions are to various extents understood in the affine situation:
(ii) The first definition of MV polytopes in symmetric affine types was given in [BKT] using quiver varieties. In that work, an MV "polytope" is actually a decorated polytope; in addition to the underlying polytope, one must include the data of a partition (of some N) associated to each co-dimension 1 face parallel to the imaginary root δ (this is a rewording of [BKT] , see [TW] for this statement). As in finite type the underlying polytope is the convex hull of the dimension vectors of all subrepresentations of a certain preprojective algebra representation. (iii) Affine PBW type crystal bases were defined in [BCP, Aka, BN] . Prior to the present work, no connection has been made with affine MV polytopes, although the format of the combinatorics is similar (such as partitions associated to imaginary root directions). (iv) In [TW] , KLR algebras are used to give a construction and combinatorial characterization of MV polytopes in all affine types. That work makes use of the current paper to describe how the affine MV polytopes coming from KLR algebras are related to those coming from quiver varieties in [BKT] . (v) It is also shown in [BKT, TW] that affine MV polytopes can be characterized by conditions on 2-faces, which reduces the problem of providing a combinatorial description to understanding the rank 2 affine cases. See [BKT] for the symmetric case, and [TW] for the general type affine case.
Finally, in [BDKT] a combinatorial definition of MV polytopes for the two rank-2 affine cases was given, but it was not determined whether this agreed with [BKT] in the relevant case of sl 2 . This leaves several important questions unanswered. First, one would like to show that the combinatorics in [BDKT] matches the rank 2 case of the construction in [BKT] . Second, one would like to relate affine MV polytopes with affine PBW bases. Third, one would like to relate affine MV polytopes to geometry along the geometry in [BFG] . The current paper addresses the first question and the rank two case of the second.
Our result showing that the combinatorics in [BDKT] matches the rank 2 case of the construction in [BKT] is the last step in providing a combinatorial characterization of symmetric affine MV polytopes.
The relationship we describe between rank 2 affine MV polytopes and affine PBW bases essentially answers the rank 2 case of the problem posed by Beck-Nakajima in [BN, Remark 3.29] . In rank 2 there are exactly two PBW bases, and each basis is in bijection with the crystal B(−∞). Hence there is a natural bijection between these two bases. Answering Beck-Nakajima's question amounts to giving an explicit description of this bijection. Our results show that this bijection is given exactly by the combinatorics in [BDKT] . This should be thought of as a rank-2 affine analogue of Lusztig's piecewiselinear bijections from [Lus4] . We believe our methods can be used to relate affine MV polytopes and PBW bases more generally, and thus to answer Beck-Nakajima's question in all affine types. We plan to address this in a future work.
Our main tool is a new characterization of rank-2 affine MV polytopes, or more precisely of the map that takes an element of B(−∞) to its MV polytope. We show that this is the unique map to decorated polytopes satisfying some conditions related to the crystal operators and Saito's crystal reflections, and one other condition to handle the imaginary roots. For the sl 2 cases, we consider three a priori different maps from B(−∞) to decorated polytopes: the combinatorial construction from [BDKT] , the geometric construction using quiver varieties from [BKT] , and the algebraic construction from PBW bases. We show that all three maps satisfy the conditions of our uniqueness theorem. In particular, they all agree. In the A (2) 2 case, the first two of these constructions make sense, and we show that these also agree.
This paper is organized as follows: In §2 we briefly give some general background on quantum affine algebras and crystals. In §3 we recall the combinatorial definition of rank-2 affine MV polytopes from [BDKT] and prove our characterization theorem (Theorem 3.11). In §4 we present some background on affine PBW bases, define a map from these to decorated polytopes, and prove that the resulting PBW polytopes are in fact identical to the combinatorially defined MV polytopes (Theorem 4.17) . In §5 we recall the construction of sl 2 MV polytopes from [BKT] , show that the result (after a minor change of conventions) also agrees with the combinatorial construction (Theorem 5.9), and state the final combinatorial characterization of MV polytopes in all symmetric affine types (Theorem 5.12). Note that §4 and §5 are completely independent of one another.
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2. Background 2.1. Quantum Affine Algebras and Canonical Basis. Our notation for quantum affine algebras will mostly follow [BN, §2.2] , and we refer the reader there for more details. Here we only recall the key points, and we will only consider the quantum affine algebras for sl 2 and A (2) 2 , which have rank-2 Dynkin diagrams. We label the nodes of those Dynkin diagram by 0, 1 (thought of as integers mod 2), where for A (2) 2 the node 0 corresponds to the long root. Throughout:
• g is the Kac-Moody algebra sl 2 or A (2) 2 .
• U is the quantized universal enveloping algebra for sl 2 or A (2) 2 .
• E 0 , E 1 , F 0 , F 1 are the standard Chevalley generators.
• U + is the subalgebra of U generated by E 0 , E 1 .
• α 0 and α 1 are the simple roots for g.
• P is the weight lattice of g.
• Kashiwara's involution * is the algebra anti-involution of U which fixes all the Chevalley generators. Notice that * preserves U + .
• For sl 2 , τ is the algebra involution of U induced by the Dynkin diagram automorphism. τ also preserves U + .
• T 0 , T 1 are the generators of the braid group acting on U (which in the rank two affine cases is just the free group on two generators). By e.g. [Sai, Corollary 1.3.3] ,
• A is the ring consisting of all rational functions in C(q) which are regular at q = ∞, and L = span A B. Recall that B descends to a crystal basis of L/q −1 L. •ẽ i ,f i are Kashiwara's crystal operators on B (as a crystal basis for L/q −1 L).
2.2. Crystals. We are interested in the crystal B(−∞) associated with U + (g). This section contains a brief review of some properties of this object, and we refer the reader to e.g. [Kas] or [HongKang] for more details. Recall that B(−∞) is a set along with operatorsẽ i ,f i : B(−∞) → B(−∞) ⊔ {∅} for each i ∈ I. These satisfy
• Every element of B(−∞) can be obtained from b 0 by applying some sequence of operators e i for various i.
• There is a unique map wt : B(−∞) → P such that wt(b 0 ) = 0 and each operatorẽ i has weight α i , the corresponding simple root.
There are also important functions ϕ i , ε i : 
where the solid and dashed arrows show the action ofẽ i , and the dotted or dashed arrows denote the action ofẽ * The following operation σ i comes from [Sai, Corollary 3.4.8] . We will refer to this as a Saito reflection.
As one would expect from the name, σ i has the property that wtσ i (b) = s i wt(b) where s i is the ith simple reflection. Note however that this is only true provided ϕ * i (b) = 0. There is also a notion of dual Saito reflection defined by σ * i b = * σ i * which acts as a reflections for those b ∈ B(−∞) such that ϕ i (b) = 0. For our purposes, it is useful to have the following alternative characterization of σ i : 3. Rank 2 Affine MV polytopes 3.1. Rank 2 affine root systems. The root sysems for sl 2 and A (2) 2 correspond to the affine Dynkin diagrams
The corresponding symmetrized Cartan matrices are
Denote the simple roots by α 0 , α 1 . Define δ = α 0 + α 1 for sl 2 and δ = α 0 + 2α 1 for A
2 . Note that we have chosen α 0 to be the long root for A
2 , which is opposite from the conventions in [Kac, BDKT] . We have instead followed the convention in [Aka, BN] which is more convenient for the theory of affine PBW bases.
The type g weight space is a three dimensional vector space containing α 0 , α 1 . This has a standard non-degenerate bilinear form (·, ·) such that (α i , α j ) = N i,j . Notice that (α 0 , δ) = (α 1 , δ) = 0. Fix fundamental coweights ω 0 , ω 1 which satisfy (α i , ω j ) = δ i,j , where we are identifying coweight space with weight space using (·, ·).
The set of positive roots for sl 2 is
where the first two families consist of real roots and the third family consists of imaginary roots. The set of positive roots for A
2 is (4)
where the first set consists of real roots and the second set of imaginary roots. We draw these in the plane as
. . .
3.2. Lusztig data and pseudo-Weyl polytopes.
Definition 3.1. A Lusztig datum c is a choice of a non-negative integer c β for each positive real root β, all but finitely many of which are 0, and a partition c δ . The weight of c is wt If a Lusztig datum c has c β = 0 for all positive real roots, we call c purely imaginary. We will sometimes abuse notation and write simply λ to denote the purely imaginary Lusztig datum c with c δ = λ.
2 , a decorated pseudo-Weyl polytope P consists of a pair of Lusztig data c ℓ (P ) and c r (P ) of the same weight. This weight is called the weight of P .
Remark 3.4. What we are calling a decorated pseudo-Weyl polytope is called a decorated GGMS polytope in [BKT] and [BDKT] . Our terminology originates from [Kam1] , where the notion of pseudo-Weyl polytope is defined in finite type.
In order to describe these geometrically (and justify the word polytope) we need some notation. Label the positive real roots by β k , β k for k ∈ Z >0 as follows:
2 :
To a decorated pseudo-Weyl polytope P , we associate an underlying polytope (up to translation) in the root lattice whose vertices {µ
Because Lusztig data take the value zero on all but finitely many roots, the vertices µ r k must all coincide for sufficiently large k, as must the vertices µ r,k , µ
See Figure 1 .
Definition and characterization of MV polytopes.
The following definition can be found in [BDKT] , although we have changed some noation.
Definition 3.5. An MV polytope is a decorated pseudo-Weyl polytope such that
Otherwise, one is obtained from the other by removing a part of size • are zero thenf 0 orf 1 sends that polytope to ∅.
Theorem 3.8. [BDKT] MV along with the operatorsẽ 0 ,f 0 ,ẽ 1 ,f 1 realizes B(−∞).
The following describes how Saito reflections act on MV polytopes. 
(this is only stated there for sl 2 , but the same proof works for A
2 ).
Definition 3.10. Given an Lusztig datum c satisfying c
Theorem 3.11. Assume g is of type sl 2 or A (2) 2 . There is a unique map b → P b from B(−∞) to type g decorated pseudo-Weyl polytopes (considered up to translation) such that, for all b ∈ B(−∞) and i = 0 or 1, the following hold.
(
Remark 3.12. One can easily see that Theorem 3.11 remains true if (C3), (C4), (S3) and (S4) are replaced with the single condition (K) for all b, P b * = −P b (up to translation) where * is Kashiwara's involution. This gives a shorter statement, but the version given here is a-priori stronger.
Remark 3.13. A simplified version of Theorem 3.11 also holds in finite-type rank-2 cases, where one only needs conditions (W), (C1), (C2), (S1) and (S2). This was previously observed in [BK] (see the discussion just before Remark 27). The proof is also contained in the proof of Theorem 3.11 below.
Remark 3.14. The combinatorics from [BDKT] is only used in the existence part of the proof below. One could instead prove existence using the construction of these polytopes describe in §4 or §5, so our characterization does not fundamentally rely on [BDKT] .
Proof of Theorem 3.11. We give the details of the proof only for the case sl 2 ; the case of A (2) 2 proceeds by the same argument, but the notation gets messier. We first show that the map b → MV b has all the required properties. Properties (W) and (C1)-(C4) are immediate from the definitions of the crystal operators in §3.1. Property (S1) is Proposition 3.9, and (S2)-(S4) follow by symmetric arguments.
To see (I), notice that We proceed by induction, the base case where b is the lowest weight element being trivial by (W). Consider the partial order on Lusztig data where c <c if
• |c δ | < |c δ |, or • |c δ | = |c δ | and #{α | c α = 0} < #{α |c α = 0}. Fix a Lusztig datum c, and make the inductive hypothesis that c r (
We will show that, if an element b c ∈ B(−∞) has c ℓ (P bc ) = c, then c ℓ (MV bc ) = c as well. First assume that c α = 0 for some real root α. Find k minimal such that c α 0 +kδ or c α 1 +kδ is non-zero. We proceed in the case c α 1 +kδ = 0, the other case following by a similar argument (using * reflections and operators instead of the unstarred ones). Let
where we read subscripts modulo 2. If k is even, it follows from axioms (S1) and (S2) and (C2) that
If k is odd, it follows from axioms (S1) and (S2) and (C1) that
. Now assume c α = 0 for every real root α. Let c ′ be the Lusztig data defined by c
, and c β = 0 for all other real roots β. By (I), c r (P bc ) = c ′ , and by induction c r (MV bc ) = c ′ . Since we already know that (7) is the unique MV polytope such that c r (MV bc ) = c ′ , this implies c ℓ (MV bc ) = c. To complete the argument, we must also show that for any element b
This proceeds by an identical argument, with the only subtlety being that (I) is not symmetric. However, if c α = 0 for every real root α, then we proceed by noticing that, by (S1), c r (
, so the previous argument applies.
The following modification of Theorem 3.11 will be needed when we consider the pseudo-Weyl polytopes arising from PBW bases. It is immediate from the proof above.
Proposition 3.15. Fix a partition λ. Assume all the conditions of the Theorem 3.11 hold except that (I) is only known to hold for all partitions µ with |µ| < |λ| or µ = λ. Then the c ℓ (
4. Rank-2 affine MV polytopes from PBW bases 4.1. Definition and basic properties of rank-2 affine PBW bases. For sl 2 and A
2 , we consider the following two PBW bases coming from the work of Beck-ChariPressley, Akasaka, and Beck-Nakajima [BCP, Aka, BN] . Following Beck-Nakajima, for each Lusztig datum c define two elements of U + by
All the notation here except S c δ is defined in §2.1. We do not need to define S λ exactly; it will be enough to recall that it is a polynomial in the commuting variablesψ k for k ≥ 1, and that for all λ, µ, S λ S µ = ν a ν λ,µ S ν where a ν λ,µ are the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. For sl 2 , the vectorsψ k (which is denotedψ k,1 in [BCP] ) are defined by
where by definition
2 ,ψ k are defined in [Aka, Definition 3.3] by (11)
where by definition E δ−α 1 = T 0 (E 1 ) and
Remark 4.1. Our notation regarding Lusztig data is slightly different from that of Beck-Nakajima. For them, c is a sequence of non-negative integers indexed by the integers, and what we call c δ is denoted c 0 . We have translated their results into our notation.
It is well known that B is a crystal basis of L/q −1 L, and it is shown in [BCP, Aka, BN] that {L(c, i) + q −1 L : c is a Lusztig datum} is also a crystal basis of L/q −1 L. By the uniqueness of crystal basis (see e.g. [Kas, Theorem 8 .1]), we see that:
Thus for each i the PBW basis elements index B. Using this indexing some of the crystal operators are given by explicit formulas:
Hereẽ i c is the Lusztig datum with (ẽ i c) α i = c α i + 1 and otherwise agreeing with c.
Beck-Nakajima actually define a whole family of PBW bases {L(·, i)}, one for each i ∈ Z. For i ≥ 1 the basis vectors are given by
, where all subscripts are taken modulo 2. There is similar formula for i ≤ 0. However, in the rank-2 cases we are considering, these various bases all coincide with either the case i = 0 or i = 1 (see Proposition 4.6 below).
Lemma 4.4.ψ * k = T 1ψk . In type sl 2 this is also equal to τψ k . In particular, for any partition λ, S * λ = T 1 S λ and in type sl 2 this is also equal to τ S λ . Proof. For type A (2) 2 this is [Aka, Proposition 3.26 (ii) ]. For sl 2 , the statement T 1 (ψ k ) = τψ k comes from [Beck, Proposition 2] . To finish it suffices to show that, in type sl 2 , ψ * k = τψ k . Since * is an algebra anti-automorphism one can easily calculate from (10) that ψ * 1,1 = τ ψ 1,1 . For k > 0, [BCP, Proposition 1.2] gives the following:
= τ E (l−1)δ+α 1 and E * mδ+α 1 = τ E (m+1)δ−α 1 . Replacing the pair (l, m) by (m + 1, l − 1) in (12) givesψ * k = τψ k . Lemma 4.5. For all k, T 0 T 1 (ψ k ) =ψ k . In particular, for any λ, T 0 T 1 (S λ ) = S λ .
Proof. It type sl 2 , this follows from Lemma 4.4 since T 0 T 1 (ψ k ) = τ T 0 τ T 1 (ψ k ). For A 
where the last equality is from Lemma 4.5. The statement that if Definition 4.9. The partial order ≺ 0 on Lusztig data is defined as follows: For any Lusztig datum c, we form two infinite tuples
We say c ≺ 0 c ′ if
with one of these inequalities strict. Here, ≤ is the left-to-right lexicographic order. The partial order ≺ 1 is defined in the same way by swapping the roles of 0 and 1. 
Then every Lusztig datum c ′′ that shows up in the righthand side sum satisfies:
Theorem 4.11. [BN, Theorem 3.13 ] The change of basis matrix between {L(c, i) : c is a Lusztig datum } and {b(c, i) : c is a Lusztig datum } is upper triangular with 1's on the diagonal with respect to the partial order ≺ i on Lusztig data defined above.
The following is immediate from certain geometric constructions of the canonical basis and B(−∞), but we give an algebraic proof for completeness.
For notational clarity we present the proof for i = 1; the case i = 0 uses exactly the same argument. There is a unique Lusztig datum c such that b = b(c, 0). By Theorem 4.11
Multiplying both sides by E 1 ,
But we know that up to scaling by a quantum integer 
Using this formula and our explicit description of braid operators on PBW basis vectors, we have the following corollary to Saito's theorem. A version of this formula is mentioned in [BN, Remark 3.29] . 
This implies T i b(c, i − 1) ∈ U + , so we can apply Theorem 4.13 to conclude that Proof. It suffices to show that the map b → P BW b satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.11. Condition (W) is immediate since wt(c) = wt(b(c, i)). Conditions (C1)-(C4) are immediate from Proposition 4.3. Conditions (S1) and (S2) are Corollary 4.14, and (S3)-(S4) follow from these using Proposition 4.7.
All that remains is to check condition (I). That is, to show that, if c
and c r β (P BW b ) = 0 for all other β. We proceed by induction on λ, using the total order where λ < λ ′ if
. .). So, fix λ, and assume that (I) holds for all λ ′ < λ. In particular, we can apply Proposition 3.15.
It is easy to see that there is a unique b ∈ B(−∞) with the following MV polytope: Using the upper triangularity of the PBW basis,
Multiplying both sides on the left by E
Since c ′ must have c ′ α 0 +kδ = 0 for some k, by Lemma 4.10, no purely imaginary terms appear. When we subsequently expand these in B, by Theorem 4.11 we still don't get any purely imaginary terms.
Now expand E
S λ\λ 1 in the basis B. By Theorem 4.11 and Lemma 4.15,
and none of the c ′ that appear are purely imaginary. As before, the same remains true when we expand in the basis B.
By the Pieri rule (see e.g. [BCP, Formula 4 .14]),
where the µ that appear all satisfy µ < λ in the order defined above. Let e 0 and e 1 denote the lazy paths at the vertices 0 and 1 respectively. The preprojective algebra Π is the quotient of the completed path algebra ofQ (completed with respect to the ideal generated by α, α * , β, β * ) by the relations
A representation T of Π consists of a {0, 1}-graded vector space V = V 0 ⊕ V 1 and a 4-tuple of linear operators (t α , t β : V 0 → V 1 , t α * , t β * : V 1 → V 0 ) that satisfy t α t α * + t β t β * = 0 and t α * t α + t β * t β = 0, and which is nilpotent in the sense that, for some N and any path a N · · · a 1 inQ, t an · · · t a 1 = 0.
Given an element µ = nα 0 + mα 1 in the positive root lattice for sl 2 , let Π(µ) be variety of Π-representations on a fixed {0, 1}-graded vector space
We refer to µ as the dimension vector of V µ , and we will drop the superscripts µ when they are clear from context. Let S 0 and S 1 be the simple modules of dimension vectors α 0 and α 1 respectively (where all four maps t α , t β , t α * , t β * are 0).
Let Irr Π(µ) denote the set of irreducible components of Π(µ). Kashiwara and Saito [KS] show that
gives a realization of the crystal B(−∞), where the crystal operatorẽ i can be defined as follows:
For each Z ∈ Irr Π(µ), there is a dense open subset U ⊂ Z such that each T ∈ U has i-cosocle of the same dimension n. For each T ∈ U, let T ′ = ker(T → S ⊕n i ). Let W be the set of modules T ′′ fitting into a short exact sequence as below for some T ∈ U.
The map α ↔ α * and β ↔ β * extends uniquely to an algebra anti-involution of Π. Given a Π-module M, the dual module is naturally a right Π module, but we can twist the action by the above anti-involution to get a new left Π module. We denote this left Π module by M * . Given Z ∈ Irr Π(µ),
is also an irreducible component of Π(µ), which we denote by Z * . In the above realization of B(−∞), the map Z → Z * is Kashiwara's involution as discussed in §2.2. We also have an algebra automorphism τ of Π defined on generators by the map α ↔ α * , β ↔ β * , and e 0 ↔ e 1 . Twisting by τ induces an involutive auto-equivalence R → R τ on the category of left Π modules and defines an involution on the set µ Irr Π(µ), inducing the sl 2 diagram automorphism on B(−∞).
Reflection functors and Harder-Narasimhan filtrations.
Here we review the filtrations given in [BKT, Theorems 5.11 and 5.12] . We must first introduce the reflection functors Σ i and Σ * i for i ∈ {0, 1} from [BK, BIRS] . Definition 5.1. For i ∈ {0, 1} define the Π − Π bimodule I i = Π(1 − e i )Π = Πe i+1 Π (subscripts taken modulo 2). If
As shown in [BIRS] , the bimodule I s i 1 ···s i k depends only on the Weyl group element w = s i 1 · · · s i k and not on the reduced expression. We need the following two endofunctors on the category of finite-dimensional Π modules. , and furthermore this point in generic in the sense that the decorated Pseudo-Weyl polytope associated to Z σ i (b) can be calculated using
. To make this construction concrete in the case of sl 2 , it is convenient to introduce notation for the following special Π-modules.
That the two definitions given on lines (i) and (iv) agree follows by the definition of the reflection functors, and for (ii) and (iii) this follow by applying duality to (i) and (ii).
One can easily verify that these modules are as shown in Figure 2 , and in particular
Figure 2. The representations from Definition 5.4. In each case, the number of 0 is j. Here the vertices represent basis elements, the dotted arrows represent matrix elements of 1 for t α , and solid arrows represent matrix elements of 1 for t β , and all other matrix elements are 0.
By [BKT, Theorems 5.11 and 5.12] , any finite dimensional representation T of Π admits a filtration
which has the same properties as the first filtration, except the modules R ℓ (α 0 + kδ) and R ℓ (α 1 + kδ) are replaced with R r (α 1 + kδ) and R r (α 0 + kδ) respectively, and α 1 and α 0 are interchanged in the above list of properties.
Following [BKT, §7.4] , let Π(nδ) × be the subvariety of Π(nδ) consisting of those 4-tuples of operators (t α , t β , t α * , t β * ) where t α is invertible. Define I ℓ (n) to be the subvariety of Π(nδ) × where t β * t α is nilpotent of order n (i.e. (t β * t α ) n = 0, but (t β * t α ) n−1 = 0), and notice that I ℓ (n) consists only of indecomposable modules. By the discussion in [BKT] , I ℓ (n) is an open subset of an irreducible component of Π(nδ). Similarly, we define I r (n). Statements (iv) -(vi) follow from the first three by applying τ . The remaining six statements follow from the first six by applying * .
Lemma 5.8. The following hold:
Proof. Using the explicit formulas for the filtrations, we have
, whose kernel is precisely the 1-socle of (Σ 1 T ) r,k . But (Σ 1 T ) r,k ⊂ Σ 1 T , and Σ 1 T has vanishing 1-socle because T ℓ,0 = T ℓ,1 . Thus the above map is an isomorphism, giving (
), and the obstruction to this map being an isomorphism is an element of Ext 1 (I 1 , T ℓ,k+1 ). By [BKT, Remark 5.5 (ii) ], the essential image of the functor Σ * 1 is precisely those modules M with Ext
is in the image of Σ * 1 , so we have Ext 1 (I 1 , T ℓ,k+1 ) = 0. This completes the proof of (i). The second statement follows from the first by applying τ , and the remaining two statements follow by duality using the canonical isomorphisms The function which associates to every T ∈ v Π(v) the polytope P T is constructible. Thus on each irreducible component of v Π(v), P T takes on a unique generic value, i.e. the constant value it takes on some open dense subset. For b ∈ B(−∞), we write HN b for the generic value of P T on Z b , the irreducible component corresponding to b. This pseudo-Weyl polytope is called the MV polytope for b in [BKT] . The notation HN stands for "Harder-Narasimhan," since this polytope is constructed using HarderNarasimhan filtrations. Axiom (W) is clear. Axioms (C1) and (C2) follow from the definition of the crystal operators, and (C3) and (C4) follow by using the star operators.
Conditions (S1), (S2), (S3), and (S4) follow immediately from Proposition 5.7 and Lemma 5.8.
All that remains is to prove (I). So, fix a component Z such that, for generic T ∈ Z, T = T ℓ,∞ /T . This is precisely the content of (I).
5.4. Characterization of symmetric affine MV polytopes. Along with [BKT, §1.6 and §7.6], Theorem 5.9 allows one to characterization of MV polytopes in all symmetric affine types. In this section we state this precisely. This section is essentially a rewording of results in [BKT] .
Definition 5.10. Let g be a symmetric affine Kac-Moody algebra of rank r + 1. A decorated pseudo-Weyl polytope for g is a convex polytope whose edges are all translates of integer multiples of roots, along with a partition λ F associated to each (possibly degenerate) r-face F parallel to δ, such that, for each edge e which is a translate of kδ, the sum of |λ F | over all faces F incident to e is k.
Remark 5.11. In [BKT] the decorating partitions are indexed by chamber weights of an underlying finite-type root system; it is straightforward to see that these in turn index the possible r-faces parallel to δ, so the above wording is equivalent.
Theorem 5.12. Let g be a symmetric affine Kac-Moody algebra of rank r + 1. The type g MV polytopes are exactly those decorated pseudo-Weyl polytopes P such that each 2-face S satisfies either: (i) The roots parallel to S form a rank-2 root system (of type sl 2 × sl 2 or sl 3 ), and S is an MV polytope of that type. (ii) The roots parallel to S form a root system of type sl 2 . S is a Minkowski sum of a smaller polytope S ′ with the line segment S⊂F λ F . For each edge e of S ′ parallel to δ, let λ e = λ F for the unique r-face F of P which contains e but does not contain S. Then S ′ along with this decoration is a type sl 2 MV polytope.
Remark 5.13. An extension of Theorem 5.12 to all (not necessarily symmetric) affine cases is given in [TW, Theorem B] .
